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Abstract
Ultraviolet water purification bottle is the great sort of water purification device that makes use
of UV mild to kill diverse bacteria, germs, viruses and different microorganisms that are found in
water. UV light attacks the genetic core or DNA of microorganisms that are accountable for
diverse water-borne illnesses which include influenza, cholera, hepatitis, typhoid, and so on. This
destroys their capacity to reproduce and multiply. It displays the temperature and also information
about the pH level of the water.
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Introduction
Ultraviolet water purification is the excellent kind of water purification device that makes use of
UV mild to kill numerous bacteria, germs, viruses and different microorganisms found in water.
UV mild attacks the genetic middle or DNA of microorganisms which can be accountable for
various water-borne diseases along with influenza, cholera, hepatitis, typhoid, etc. This destroys
their potential to breed and multiply. UV mild can handiest kill sickness-causing microorganisms.
They cannot dispose of dissolved solids. And different impurities. At this factor, a water bottle is
virtually that: a water bottle. human beings observe water with their naked eyes and judge its best
based totally on how clean it appears to be. In this case, a person can make a serious mistake by
drinking toxic water that isn't visible to the bare eye. not most effective do poisonous materials
harm humans, however we additionally don’t know how a great deal water we want in our day by
day lives. the quantity of water varies depending on diverse variables along with humidity, stress,
every day bodily activity, work surroundings and so on. Neglecting the significance of a healthy
and balanced eating regimen can bring about severe fitness issues that can shorten a person’s life.
Water should now not come into direct contact with the UV mild, as lengthy touch time would
bring about immoderate exposure to water, resulting in warmness construct-up and harm to the
UV lamp. then again, low drift or touch time will not permit the water to be uncovered long
sufficient to kill germs and bacteria.
How it Works
The simple concept behind the UV water bottle is straightforward. The bottle has a integrated UV
LED – usually built into the cap that may be activated either manually or automatically on a
timer.The UV bulb emits UV-C light, which spreads via the bottle, nullifying any microorganisms
and blocking it from breeding. UV-C light has lengthy been referred to as an effective tool for
built-in water and surfaces. most pathogens built-in bacteria are very susceptible to UV-C light
as it damages their DNA beyond restore and can have a poor impact on their RNA. The cease
effect is that 99.99% of all microorganisms on your water are either killed or neutralized, making
them completely built-in to you. it is vital to note that UV-C light does not bodily demolishing
the bodies of bacteria, cysts and viruses. They'll still stay built-in for your water after being killed.
Objective
 UV Bottle is the most effective technique for disinfecting micro organism from the water
 To develop a powerful handheld UV filter out as a water treatment device.
 certainly, immediate disinfection
 UV rays penetrate dangerous pathogen and do away with infection causing micro-organisms
by means of attacking their genetic center.
The UV enterprise is ready to look extraordinary growth with marketplace analysts predicting
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a year on year as new functions are delivered within the bottle to compete within the
marketplace. some of the dominant sensors are areas to look out for:
UV LED
UV mild emitting diodes (LEDs) are semiconductor gadgets that produce light whilst an electric
contemporary is allowed to drift from the fantastic (p-kind or anode) facet of a circuit to the
negative (n-kind or cathode) side. UV LED Semiconductors (UV LEDs) emit a narrow
bandwidth of light on the junction wherein the doped advantageous semiconductor holes
integrate with the negative electrons whilst a voltage is carried out.
pH Sensor
pH sensors reveal the pH stage by measuring the activity of hydrogen ions. The activity is
compared to pure water, a impartial answer, the usage of a pH scale of zero to 14 to determine
acidity or alkalinity. The pH of an answer, how acidic or primary it's miles, is an important
indicator of water first-rate. Water with extra loose hydrogen is acidic, in comparison to water
with greater free hydroxyl ions, it's far fundamental. The pH scale of zero to fourteen shows
whether or not the water is acidic or alkaline, with natural water having a seven on the
dimensions. whilst the pH cost drops below 7, the water becomes greater acidic. while if the
range rises above 7, it becomes extra alkaline or primary. The pH degree can be stricken by
chemical compounds inside the water, so pH is an vital indicator of chemical trade in water. for
instance, water with a pH of 5 is 10 times greater acidic than water with a pH of six. whilst we
drink liquids which can be too acidic or too alkaline, it can dissatisfied the body’s stability,
leading to the development of micro organism, viruses, fungi, and the like.

Fig.no.1 pH sensor Interfaced with Arduino Uno Board
Arduino Uno
Arduino includes a micro controller as a practical unit and an IDE, that is a software platform
where the code can be uploaded to the hardware. each day the popularity of Arduino board is
growing, and the sensors are well matched with those forums. for brand spanking new
applications, designing the desired sensors the usage of an interface is simpler with the
discovery of Arduino boards.
Application
UV bottle has many applications as UV-C light can kill bacteria, viruses, protozoa, and other microorganisms by destroying their DNA and purify the water for drinking purpose. Also, it sterilizes both
water in the bottle and the interior of the bottle. Thus, It makes bottle useful for travelling, trekking
and other purpose too.
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Benefits
As there are many blessings of the usage of UV bottle systems, here are only some
• No want to handle potentially dangerous chemicals(chlorine)
• Low power consumption Environmentally friendly (no disinfection by way of merchandise)
• Water can be purified anywhere in the global.
• Easy to carry
• No greater precautions
• Useful and handy to carry
Commerce
The UV bottle market is stagnating due to the fact this market has future increase and is a
product to look at out for. Its exceptional example is the LARQ bottle, which currently
dominates the sector
Conclusion
The UV bottle industry is ready on a boom trajectory as evidenced by using increase forecasts.
programs in the UV bottle industry are growing as increasingly research is being done. The UV
bottle will alternate the way people get merchandise, as evidenced with the aid of Amazon’s
proposed version. This subject is virtually a recreation changer with plenty of possibilities to
look at.
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